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have a few of the service manuals and there are no reference I can find. I know its generally
accepted that changing the impedance option will help the situation, but that is a less than
desirable move. If anyone knows specifics within the design please share! Thanks David.
Smudger1 Active Member. When I've had that come up, it was because I had the wrong polarity
on the cables going in the back of the speakers. It usually indicates a short circuit. You should
ensure that there are no stray strands of wire from one polarity touching the wires or terminal of
another polarity. Impedance would not result in the Check SP Wires error message. I'd suggest
setting the receiver to its default 8ohm setting irrespective of the impedance of the speakers.
You are simply starving the speakers of power if you set the impedance switch to its lower
setting and there's no practical reason to set the receiver to the lower setting. Hi Guys Thanks
for the replies. I have metered the cables and know that they dont have any shorts, and include
the rear terminals of the amp in that too - and as I use 4MM plugs, there are no stray wires at
either end. I guess my enquiry is really WHAT is the amp measuring to trigger such a message for example, does it measure the current drawn by any one amp channel or within the output
stage obviously easier where there are discreets in there rather than yet another STK. My other
thought is that it may monitor for sag on the PSU rails - this indicating an excessive load which a short would certainly do or indeed driving the amp too hard would. Given that I find as
do most people apparently that it only triggers when the amp is cranked up, that is what lead me
to the above assumptions on monitoring. I have not changed the setup impedance given that
that is less than ideal for other well known reasons. I remember years ago building a wee circuit
probably circa that was published in ETI that lit an LED when an amps power supply rails
started to sag - that was interesting to see - and recognition of when the led lit as opposed to
when the sag started audibly degrade the sound. I do need to try swapping the for a pair of
spare 's and see if the issue continues - as there is definitely some electronics between the rear
terminals and the voicecoils in that model - as the measure a very different cold resistance due
to their in build amps even though I am not driving the amps from a sub out terminal on the
amp. I have a trick up my sleeve to try in terms of modifying the amp that may help but before
attacking it, wanted to see if the trigger mechanism can be truly established. Do you think
Yamaha themselves would disclose that if I called them? I see there is a phone number but no
email address. Last edited: May 23, If it detects a short then you get that message. This is what
is indicated within Yamaha's literature. You don't actually state which model receiver you have,
but from experience I'd suggest most if not all Yamaha models would drive the speakers you
have without issue. This is to reference within a small to moderate sized listening room. If the
speakers are some distance away from your listening position then the receiver will obviously
need to work harder to attain reference as measured from your listening position. If the receiver
is having issues with the impedance or load imposed upon it then it would use its inbuilt
protection circuitry to put itself into standby. Is it doing this? I had the same issue with my
Yamaha receiver, also when no speakers were attached. Came out that two of the speaker
connectors were bent and short circuited inside the unit. Worth checking the resistance with a
multimeter between the connection points when the device is off. You must log in or register to
reply here. Similar threads. Bi-Wiring Yamaha AS Replies 5 Views Mar 20, Hixs. Rollback
Firmware, For the onkyo amps that have no sound. Replies 0 Views Feb 12, Ummagumma
What's your favorite center channel speakers - on a budget? Replies 5 Views 1K. Dec 6,
lifereinspired. Replies 2 Views Feb 10, RBZ Gallo Acoustics A'Diva Review. Replies 7 Views Feb
16, Garjen. Subscribe to our YouTube channel. Top Bottom. A good speaker cable speaker wire
to our American friends can't make your system sound better than it really is, but it can and
should ensure that every last drop of performance makes its way from your amplifier to your
speakers. Conversely, a poor speaker cable can definitely make your system sound a lot worse
than it really is, so it's absolutely worth budgeting for decent cabling when buying or upgrading
your system. Fail to do so and you'll end up with cheap, poorly made cables that will waste the
talents of the expensive kit on which you've just forked out. Do remember to budget for the
lengths of speaker wire that you need and the number of speakers you're wiring-up if it's a
surround system and bear in mind that the cable prices we quote usually don't include the
banana plugs that you'll see in the pictures, largely because you don't necessarily have to buy
them. They make connecting, unplugging and reconnecting easier, but they don't make the
sound any better. In fact, many people believe a bare wire connection to be sonically superior.
Whatever your opinion on that matter, it is undeniable that cables make a difference, and these

are the best we've tested. We love it so much it's been a What Hi-Fi? Award winner three years
in a row. AudioQuest has taken a lot of care with the configuration and quality of the conductors
used inside the Rocket It uses semi-solid true-concentric conductors and long-grain copper â€”
all to improve performance and reduce any interference that might degrade the sound. Music
sounds crisp and clean, with a punchy sense of dynamism that's a joy to listen to. Read the full
review: AudioQuest Rocket It says much for the original design that, cosmetic changes apart,
this audiophile speaker cable has remained pretty much the same until now. While the
subsequent high-end solution of Taylon proved too expensive to use in products such as the
Rumour X, a more reasonably priced alternative XLPE Cross-linked Polyethylene was found
instead. With the Chord plumbed-in, our systems deliver a crisp, clean and dynamic
presentation. An easy choice for a What Hi-Fi? Award winner. Read the full review: C hord
Company Rumour X. The C-Screen's specifications are similar to speaker wires further up the
hierarchy. Beneath its white outer jacket, the C-Screen features what Chord Company describes
as multi-stranded oxygen-free copper conductors, insulated with low-density polyethylene and
arranged in a twisted-pair configuration to reduce interference. The white outer covers a PVC
casing designed to reduce mechanical noise and space the conductors correctly. Essentially it
translates to recognisable Chord Company performance, favouring your system's cohesion and
musical performance over outright analysis. Read the full review: Chord Company C-Screen.
QED has always been about clarity, detail and insight, with the Reference XT40i speaker wire
being no exception. It will allow any budget-to-midrange system to show off all the information
at its disposal, providing it with accuracy and precision. Just what you'd expect from this
Award-winning stable. The nearly year-old British company is introducing its brand new Air Gap
dielectric to these In turn, this halves the dissipation and capacitance characteristics inside the
cable. The increase in clarity and punch when using the Atlas Equator 2. The cable has a
multi-core construction, consisting of a pair of identically matched conductors. Atlas uses
oxygen free copper OFC conductors in the version of these speaker cables. Atlas believes that
less oxygen results in better sound quality, and while OFC conductors are claimed to improve
conductivity, the increased purity of copper should result in a cleaner overall sound. Read the
full review: Atlas Equator 2. The Rocket 22 continues the fine work of its Award-winning sibling
and, in a suitably talented set-up, the difference in price between the two can be justified by the
improvement in scale, detail and authority. The conductors use strands arranged in concentric
layers, where each layer spirals in the opposite direction to the one below it. For the money,
there isn't much to grumble about as far as the XT25 is concerned. It allows for an extremely
insightful and detailed sound, which is up there with the very best at this level. Music is
encouraged to display an airy sense of openness with plenty of subtlety and sophistication. It's
the kind of cable that would be a good option for warm-sounding, less spacious set-ups. Along
with low DC resistance, low-loss dielectric and its near entirely oxygen-free copper make-up,
QED says its cables measure better with audible sonic improvements when compared with
other hi-fi speaker cables. If you're looking for a speaker cable that can fit into tight spaces,
then the Clearwater is definitely an option. It's terminated in attractive dinky plugs and is
covered in an almost jelly-like jacket which helps with flexibility. We were impressed with its
ability to keep music sounding balanced, involving and cohesive while it also helps deliver
plenty of power and depth from low frequencies. Add natural-sounding vocals and lashings of
detail into the mix and you've got yourself quite the speaker cable. Read the full review: Van den
Hul The Clearwater. What Hi-Fi? Please deactivate your ad blocker in order to see our
subscription offer. Reasons to Buy Flexible build. Reasons to Avoid Nothing of note. Reasons
to Buy Promotes a lively, cohesive sound. Reasons to Avoid Rivals offer more refinement.
Chord Company C-Screen A brilliant budget option if your system needs an upgrade. Reasons
to Buy Full-bodied, warm and expressive. Reasons to Buy Offers system great clarity. Reasons
to Avoid Best help tie music together better. Atlas Equator 2. Reasons to Buy Clean, detailed
delivery. Reasons to Avoid Pricier rivals offer more drive. AudioQuest Rocket 22 A flexible,
well-balanced speaker cable that should work well in a wide range of systems. Reasons to Buy
Refined and informative character. Reasons to Avoid Tough competition. Reasons to Buy
Clarity and space in abundance. Van den Hul The Clearwater This quality speaker cable displays
plenty of insight and dynamic ability. Reasons to Buy Attractive, durable design. See all
comments And you can provide independent verifiable proof of this? Oh a couple of
know-nothing know-it-alls. What a rarity for a hi-fi forum. Kurt Reply said:. Mike Hunt said:. Ian
Betts said:. Various cables and connectors are used with PA systems to link all the equipment
together. If the wrong cables or connectors are used, equipment may not operate correctly. In
the worst-case, using the wrong cables or connectors could be dangerous, so be sure to
understand which cables and connectors to use. These connectors are frequently used in
professional applicationsâ€”which demand reliabilityâ€”as they are compatible with the

balanced method described later, are sturdy and resistant to deformation, and feature a locking
mechanism so that cables will not disconnect even if pulled. They are generally used with PA
systems for microphones, power amplifiers, powered speakers, etc. There are two types of
phone connector: stereo and monaural. Stereo phone connectors are also called TRS phone
connectors. They are used to handle stereo signals for headphones, as well as to insert effects.
TRS phone connectors can also be used for balanced connections. Monaural phone connectors
are used only in the unbalanced method described later, and they are used with instruments
such as electric guitars and keyboards. There is a connection, often referred to as a "combo
jack" located on equipment that allows for the connection of both XLR and phone connectors.
This type of connector is mostly used on mixers or audio interfaces. Electrical signals can be
sent to different devices within the PA system when using these connectors, as either
unbalanced or balanced signals. Each signal type uses its own type of cable. Balanced signals
are transmitted with both a positive and a negative phase and use three transmission wires: hot,
cold, and ground. In this case, a dual hot and cold shielded ground cable is used. Unbalanced
signals are transmitted with a positive phase only, and use two transmission wires: hot and
ground. In this case, a cable containing one wire shielded by a mesh wire is used. The longer a
cable is, the more noise it will pick up, due to the way that cables are made. Microphone signals
are especially delicate currents. When noise picked up by a microphone signal is amplified by a
mixer, the noise will degrade the sound quality. Besides keeping the cable length short in order
to reduce the amount of noise as much as possible, it is also possible to cancel the noise that is
picked up along the way by using balanced transmission. Noise always occurs in the same
phase direction. If a signal in the opposite phase direction is added, the noise in the signal can
be canceled out due to the plus-minus relationship. Keyboards and playback devices already
have a high signal-to-noise ratio, so the noise tends to be less noticeable even when using an
unbalanced signal. That said, if longer cables are used, it is best to use a DI box, which will
transmit a balanced signal. This may cause a problem with the left and right channels canceling
each other out, making the sound inaudible. A balanced cable with a male XLR connection and
one end and a female XLR at the other is often refered to as a "mic" cable, because it is
commonly used to connect microphones to mixers. An unbalanced cable with a phone
connector at each end is often refered to as a "line" cable. These connectors are generally used
with audio and audio-visual AV equipment, and are solely for use with unbalanced signals. The
connectors are colored according to the signal type. The white connector is used for sending
signals to the left L channel, and the red connector is used for sending signals to the right R
channel. USB connectors are used to send and receive audio signals to and from mixers with
audio interface functionality and personal computers. These connectors are used to record live
performance mixes on a personal computer, or for music production. A dedicated speaker cable
is required when connecting a power amplifier to a passive speaker. These are highly durable
cables that transmit high-capacity electrical signals, which have been amplified by the amplifier.
This is a dedicated connector equipped with a lock, used for professional equipment. It is used
to connect power amplifiers and passive speakers. After inserting the cable, turn it clockwise to
lock it. Standard phone cables have a single shielded core, but dedicated speaker cables
unshielded with two cores are used with passive speakers. Stripped speaker cables are for
general use, such as with home audio systems. Connecting the wires in reverse will cause the
phases to reverse, so be sure to connect the power amplifier and passive speakers so that their
positive and negative sides match up. Professional Audio Toggle navigation. Connectors often
used with PA systems. Cables used with PA systems. How noise is canceled during balanced
signal transmission The longer a cable is, the more noise it will pick up, due to the way that
cables are made. Other connectors and cables used with PA systems. Cables used with passive
speakers. Connectors used with passive speakers. Case Studies. Special Contents. Installing
speaker wire without plugs on the ends is the fastest and simplest way to connect speakers to
your receiver. Some speaker wire pairs consist of a black wire and a red wire. The red wire or
the wire with writing on it is the positive wire. There are other methods of indicating the positive
wire. The important thing is to connect the positive wire to the red terminals on your receiver
and the red terminals on your speakers. Insert the twisted end of the positive speaker wire into
the gap on the side of the red speaker terminal. Repeat this process for the negative black
speaker wire, inserting it into the black speaker terminal. To connect the speaker wire to your
speakers, if your speakers have spring clips, press down on the red or black spring clip. Insert
the twisted end of the red speaker wire into the red spring clip or binding post, and release the
spring clip or tighten the nut on the binding post to hold the wire in place. Repeat the process
for the black speaker wire. Read More. Skip links Skip to primary navigation Skip to content
Skip to primary sidebar. Joy Frye has spent her entire career learning and sharing knowledge
with others. As a writer in the high tech industry, she specialized in demystifying technology

and showing customers how to use products to make their lives easier and better. Now, in the
consumer audio industry, where products are more interesting than routers and switches, she
enjoys taking readers on a journey of discovery - exploring Yamaha products and amplifying
passion for music. Keep in Touch Subscribe Are you over 18? Yes No. So named for its
resemblance to a favorite source of potassium and pratfalls, the banana plug is used to finish
off the exposed ends of speaker wire and make them easier to plug into your receiver or
speakers. Although it takes a little time to install them, they make things easier if you plan to
connect and disconnect your speaker wires often. They also make for a much cleaner and more
professional look than the exposed end of a speaker wire hanging out of the back of your
receiver. There are different types of banana plugs, but they all basically have a hole into which
you insert the wire and a screw that you tighten to hold the wire in place. Some speaker wire
pairs consist of a black wire and a red wire. The red wire or the wire with writing on it is the
positive wire. There are other methods of indicating the positive
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wire. The important thing is to connect the positive wire to the red terminals on your receiver
and the red terminals on your speakers. Repeat this process for the negative black speaker
wire, inserting it into the black jack on the receiver. To connect the speaker wire to your
speakers, insert the red banana into the red binding post on your speaker and the black banana
into the black binding post. Read More. Skip links Skip to primary navigation Skip to content
Skip to primary sidebar. Joy Frye has spent her entire career learning and sharing knowledge
with others. As a writer in the high tech industry, she specialized in demystifying technology
and showing customers how to use products to make their lives easier and better. Now, in the
consumer audio industry, where products are more interesting than routers and switches, she
enjoys taking readers on a journey of discovery - exploring Yamaha products and amplifying
passion for music. Keep in Touch Subscribe Are you over 18? Yes No.

